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since the ninth century. The empire was
restored to its historic capital in 1261 and
endured to 1453, still internalising diverse

thirds of the Roman Empire

'.:., are one of the most misunderstood, ancl

,,

misrepresented portions of history.
Disparaged as "perfidious Greeks" from the
era of the Crusades by westerners who envied
and coveted its weaith and sophistication, its
very Roman heritage was discounted in the
modern era by academic historians who called
it "Byzantine". Yet while the Roman Republic
and earlier Roman Empire combined managed
less than a thousand years on the loot ofvoracious expansion, the so-calied "Byzantine

Empire" survived as long again despite a
relentless stream of threats from both trast
andWest.

One of the things which allowed such
endurance was the continuing heritage of

welcoming and absorbing influences from
other cultures. One aspect which expressed
this was in the clothing of the empire, one of
the most misunderstood areas of this misunderstood culture.

The most familiar images of "Byzantine"
clothing are the sixth century mosaics now
representing Emperor Justinian and his court
in the Church of St Vitale at Ravenna in Italy.
While these are accurate depictions of court
regalia of the time, such dress had already
diverged significantly from what was worn by
common men day to day.
The most striking difference was that
even at that early point, the cloaks which are
so visible in the mosaics and similar sources
were only worn as ceremonial dress, while the
everyday wear of urban men was coats.

Contrary to the common image of the
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Eastern Roman Empire as a culture stuck in a

time warp, the succeeding centuries

continuing change, although, ofcourse, court
regalia did change more slowly than everyday
fashion, as it does in all cultures.
One very conspicuous change in everyday
dress was the adoption of the turban, which
took place in the later seventh or eighth century. The source ofthis change is not clear, but
it may have come from ChristianArabs fleeing
the Muslim conquests. The most enduring
influence on the clothing of Rdmania (as it
was con.monly called from the first century
CE) was that of the other great and ancient
empire - Persia. The coat originated there,
and through late antiquity and the earlier middle ages one garment or accessory after
another came into Roman use. Another milestone was the button. From the eighth century
buttons transformed the raiment of the Near
East. Earlier coats had been fastened by a pin
at the throat and a belt at the waist. The advent
of the button made this already popular garment into an item of unrivalled practicality.
The flow of cultural influence began to
reverse in the twelfth century as the power

The clothing of women in the Mediterranean
world commonly had a tendency to change less
rapidly than that of men, and even more so at
the lower end of the social spectrum. This outfit
of a common woman is mainly based upon tenth
century sources, but is much like prevalent
norms over centuries. Based upon a mixture of
pictorial and iiterary sources.

Empire.

The history of the enduring Roman
Empire was a story of innovation and cultural
inclusiveness which was written for all to see
in their clothing.
F\uther Reading
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and wealth of the west grew on the back of the
Crusades. After the Fourth Crusade was

diverted to Constantinople
I

saw

cuitural influences from East and West.
Just as the earlier Roman Empire had
sought to co-opt cultural sophistication to
match its imperial authority from Persia, so
ambitious nations sought to co-opt the cultural sophistication and imperial authority of
Constantinople right to the very end. The
Ottoman Ttrrks who occupied The City in
1543 did not seek to destroy what they had
seized, but to absorb and enjoy it. The most
conspicuous and enduring s).'rnbol of this was
a hat - the fez, which had been a court regalia
accessory of the last century of the Roman

in 1204 and the

city was occupied for almost 60 years,

a

balance was struck whereby Roman clothing
became simpler and more like Western dress,
while the west adopted eastern fashions, such
as coats and jackets, and the long buttoned
cuff which had been a feature of Roman dress
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"Bel}y dancing" was one of the most widespread
performance arts from early Roman times. In the
tenth and eleventh centudes there was a distinct
style of costume for it, such as this from an early
eleventh century manuscript.
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A noblewoman of the late tenth or early
eleventh century dressed for more private circumstances, based upon manuscript pictures.

This twelfth century outfit is a fine example of the cul-

tural fusions of this era. The coat with its underalm
openings has done the full cycle from civilian dress to
military surcoat and back into clvilian dress again over
the course of five centuries. The hat is another recent
Persian import which was to be adapted over the next
few centuries to ultimately become the Tlrrkish fez,
rvhilc lhe belt is a very European lbrm.

This style of tunic was called Makhlamion in the
elever.rth and twelfth century Its gold cord and pearl fastenirgs are based upon a popular novel of the period.

This turban is mapped over a pointed padded cap. Both
tunic and turban are shou.n in pictorial sources.

Undistinguished as this common man's outfit of the
early middle ages may appear to be. it shows several
distinctive features. One is the collar opening down
from the left side of the neck, adopted from Persian
dress in late antiquity. Here it is worn unfastened in the
vernacular manner. More obvious are the long boots,
prevalent in the Near East fiom late antiquity, yet
almost r-nkno{'n in Europe until the later middle ages.
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